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 I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The Office of the Auditor General has performed an audit of the Republic of Kosovo Assembly 
(RKA) Financial Statements for the year ended 31 December 2007.   
 
We were unable to give our opinion weather the Kosova Assembly Financial Statements for the 
ended year 31 December 2007 give a true and fair view, since we were unable to receive 
sufficient relevant evidences on audit in order to verify total value of KA property and the other 
detail findings are presented in the seventh chapter of this report. 
 
A disclaimer of opinion will be expressed when the possible effect of a limitation on scope is so 
material and pervasive that the OAG has not been able to obtain sufficient appropriate audit 
evidence and accordingly is unable to express an opinion on the financial statements. 
Our audit on KA Financial Statements for the ended year 31 December 2007 was carried out in 
accordance with International Auditing Standards issued by the International Public Sector 
Accounting Standards Board of the International Federation of Accountants and included such 
tests and procedures as we deemed necessary to arrive at an opinion on the financial statements.   
 
This Audit provides the recommendations in the following seven categories that require  
immediate attention of the RKA Management: 
 

1. Financial Statements 
2. Internal Control 
3. Petty Cash 
4. Procurement 
5. Advance payments for Travels abroad 
6. Wages and Salaries 
7. Asset Management 
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II. INTRODUCTION 
 
UNMIK Regulation 2002/18, dated 4 October 2002, establishes the legal basis for the Office of 
the Auditor General (OAG) in Kosovo.  According to Section 3.2 of this regulation, the Auditor 
General (AG) is required to conduct an annual regularity audit of all institutions in Kosovo that 
are either publicly owned or receive funding from, or provide dividends or other nontax revenue 
to the Kosovo Consolidated Budget.  Section 1 of this regulation determines a regularity audit as 
an attestation of financial accountability involving examination and evaluation of financial 
statements and other financial records and expression of opinions on: 
 

• Whether the financial statements give a true and fair view; 
 
• Whether the financial records, systems and transactions comply with applicable Laws 

and regulations; 
 

• The appropriateness of internal controls and internal audit functions; 
 

• The probity and propriety of administrative decisions taken within the audited 
institutions or entity; and 

 
 
• All matters arising from or relating to the audit. 
 

In March 2003, the Kosovo Assembly approved Law No. 2003/2 “Law on Public Financial 
Management and Accountability” (LPFMA) which was formally promulgated by the Special 
Representative of the Secretary-General (SRSG) on 12 May 2003 in UNMIK Regulation 
2003/17.   Section 42 of the Law states that the AG will prepare and submit to the Assembly and 
the SRSG a report on the financial statements of budget organizations for the previous year 
providing the AG’s opinion on whether the financial statements give a true and fair view of the 
finances of such budget organizations.   

 
III.  STATUS OF PRIOR YEARS AUDIT RECOMMENDATION  
 
The OAG’s audit of RKA Financial Statements for the year ended 31 December 2006 resulted in 
22 audit recommendations. Our current audit determined that RKA implemented 19 of the 22 
recommendations meanwhile the three that were not implemented are repeated in this years 
report. We are pleased to report that implementation of the majority of the recommendations 
gives us a strong evidence of management celerity to recognize reported weaknesses and to take 
all necessary measures in order to improve the level of Internal Control.   
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IV.  AUDIT SCOPE 
 
The OAG conducted an audit of the Republic of Kosovo Assembly financial statements for the 
year ended 31 December 2007.  
 
The primary objective of this audit was to enable the OAG to express an opinion on whether the 
RKA Financial Statements, presented in Annex I, give a true and fair view of the revenues 
collected and expenses paid during the year ended on 31 December 2007 in accordance with the 
International Public Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS) for “Financial Reporting under the 
Cash Basis of Accounting”. IPSAS are issued by the International Public Sector Accounting 
Standards Board of the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC).  The accuracy and 
completeness of the financial statements and accompanying notes contained in Annex I are the 
responsibility of Assembly of Republic of Kosova management. 
 

V.  AUDIT OPINION 
 
The audit identified serious deficiencies in the RKA internal controls and determined that these 
controls could not be relied upon. Main weaknesses of the Internal Controls and in cases of non- 
implementation of laws are discussed under Section VII of this report. Finally, RKA did not 
prepare its Financial Statements in accordance with IPSAS and AI 2007/08 Annual Reporting of 
Budget Organizations.  
Emphatic avoidances from IPSAS include:  
 

• Inefficient system of internal control and  
• Lack of control procedures: in procurement, asset management and advances. 

 

. VI.  AUDIT APPROACH 
 
Our audit of the RKA Financial Statements for the year ending 31 December 2007 was 
conducted in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (ISA) issued by the 
International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board. The Board functions as an international 
standards setting body under the auspices of IFAC. The ISAs establish the international 
framework within which the OAG is to perform its work and covers matters such as general 
principles and responsibilities, risk assessments and responses to assessed risks, audit evidence, 
relying on the work of others, and audit conclusions and reporting. 
 
Our audit was planned and performed during the period from 03.03.2008 to 14.05.2008.  
In order to fulfill our responsibilities, we have: 
 

• Reviewed the Republic of Kosovo Assembly financial statements against the approved 
budget for 2007; 

 
• Determined whether the RKA Financial Statements were prepared in accordance with 

IPSAS “Financial Reporting under the Cash Basis of Accounting”; 
 

• Undertook extensive substantive testing of financial transactions; 
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• Used a combination of judgment and random sampling to select transactions for testing; 

 
• Established materiality levels of 5 percent for uncertainties and 3 percent for errors as a 

threshold for assisting in determining the type opinion to render on the financial 
statements; 

 
• Relied on a combination of interviews, analytical reviews, document reviews, and 

physical verification to assess the validity and propriety of financial transactions; 
 

• Assessed the independence and quality of work of the Assembly of Republic of Kosovo 
Internal Audit unit to determine if their work could be relied upon for our audit 
purposes; 

 
 
Our findings and conclusions are based upon the documentation and other information and 
information provided to us during the course of our audit work.  It is possible that additional 
information existed but was not provided to us and, if provided, might have altered our findings. 
The ISA’s set out specific criteria that govern the type opinion that can be rendered.  Audit 
opinions can be unqualified, qualified, adverse or a disclaimer of opinion.  For example, the 
OAG may not be able to express an unqualified opinion when either of the following 
circumstances exists and, in the OAG’s judgment, the effect of the matter is or may be material 
to the financial statements: 
 
(a)  When there is a limitation on the scope of the auditor’s work; or 
 
(b) When there is a disagreement with management regarding the acceptability of the 
accounting policies selected, the method of their application or the adequacy of financial 
statement disclosures. 
 
The circumstance described under (a) could lead to a qualified opinion or a disclaimer of 
opinion.  The circumstances described under (b) could lead to a qualified opinion or an adverse 
opinion. 
 
A qualified opinion will generally be expressed when the OAG concludes that an unqualified 
opinion cannot be expressed but that the effect of any disagreement with management, or 
limitation on scope is not so material and pervasive as to require an adverse opinion or a 
disclaimer of opinion. 
 
A disclaimer of opinion will be expressed when the possible effect of a limitation on scope is so 
material and pervasive that the OAG has not been able to obtain sufficient appropriate audit 
evidence and accordingly is unable to express an opinion on the financial statements. 
 
An adverse opinion will be expressed when the effect of a disagreement is so material and 
pervasive to the financial statements that the OAG concludes that a qualification of the report is 
not adequate to disclose the misleading or incomplete nature of the financial statements. 
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VII.  KEY AUDIT FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

The following are the key audit findings and recommendations resulting from our audit of RKA 
Financial Statements for year ended 31.December 2007.  
 
1. Financial Statements 
 
Financial statements should be prepared by each independent entity based on its own accounting 
records and in such a manner that the statements demonstrate accountability and transparency in 
the use of public money.  Their format requires additional disclosures and explanations in the 
form of Notes that provides information to users. 
 
Presentation and disclosure of information’s should be in accordance with the requirements of 
the Administrative Instruction 2007/8 issued by the Ministry of Finance and Economy.   

 
Law No. 2003/2 on “Public Financial Management and Accountability” regulates the preparation 
and reconciliation of financial statements of all budget organizations.   
 
To comply with Law No. 2003/2 requires that: 
 

• The Chief Financial Officer of a budget organization shall within thirty days after 
the conclusion of each fiscal year, provide to the Director of Treasury (i) a copy 
of the financial statements (ii) a confirmation that the financial statements are a 
true and accurate presentation of the finances and financial transactions for the 
year. 

• The Director of Treasury shall, within ninety days after the end of each fiscal year 
(i) reconcile the financial accounts received with the fiscal accounts and cash 
balances and (ii) provide the financial accounts for all budget organizations to the 
Auditor General for auditing. 

 
 
These financial statements should be prepared based on the accounting records that should be 
maintained by each Budgetary Organization as defined by the Law no No. 2003/02 as follows: 
 

• Receipts of the budget organization; 
• The outstanding liabilities of the budget organization; 
• The assets of the budget organization; 
• Appropriations; 
• Adjustments to appropriations; 
• Appropriations that have been made available to the budget organization for expenditure 

by means of allocated funds notices; 
• The extent to which allocated funds of the budget organization have been recorded as 

committed funds; and 
• Actual expenditures made. 
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The Department of General Administration has an Accounting Unit which is responsible for 
financial reporting. In this Department all financial transactions are processed using their own 
accounting system. However, we noticed that the financial statements were based on the 
information from the Treasury System Free Balance. 
 
Findings 
 
RKA has no accounting system to record all transactions and therefore is reliant on the Free 
Balance System of Treasury.  
 
In lack of the independent accounting system, there is no sufficient insurance that all financial 
transactions are recorded by carrying the potential risk of incomplete reporting of financial 
information’s. 
 
Conclusion 
 
As the RAK prepared its financial statements based on the Free Balance Treasury System, we 
can not confirm their completeness and accuracy. As a result these financial statements may 
contain errors, omissions and material misstatements.    
 
Recommendation 1 
 
1.1 The Republic of Kosovo Assembly is recommended to begin with preparation process of 
formal policies and procedures for implementation due to the preparation of financial statements 
and to enable monthly reconciliation with the Treasury Free Balance system.  
 
1.2 The RKA should consider purchase of appropriate accounting software to insure timely and 
accurate recording of all financial transactions. This would increase the work efficiency and 
would strengthen the internal control. 
 
2. Internal Control and Internal Audit 
 
One of the main audit objectives is to asses the appropriateness of Internal Control and the 
Internal Audit function within RKA and we already mentioned fields which need to be 
improved.  
As part of our audit we also assessed the independence and quality of work of the RKA Internal 
Audit Unit, to determine if their work could be relied upon for our audit purposes.  
 
The system of Internal Control in the Public Sector is based on the concept that controls must 
exist in all activities of the organization so that objectives are accomplished and the best use of 
resources is achieved. Management is for ensuring that internal controls are effective and provide 
reasonable assurance. The role of internal audit is to review the effectiveness of the main internal 
control systems and provide advice and recommendations on how and where to improve 
controls. 
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Findings 
 
During our audit of Assembly of Republic of Kosova for 2007, our audit reports the following 
examples indicating weak internal control arrangements: 
 

• Late recruitment of the Internal Auditor, the contract was signed on 01.08.2007. During 
our audit, we received internal audit plan of RKA, however due to the late recruitment of 
the internal auditor the expectations of this plan have only been partially met..  

• We were provided with two audit reports on Petty Cash and the Construction of RKA 
Roof’s for 2007. However, our review of these revealed that significant complnents of 
internal control: 

 
1. Budget Execution   
2. Procurement Procedures 
3. Payments Procedures 
4. Personnel Dossiers were not audited.  
 

• The establishment of an Audit Committee is required by section 5.1 Law on Internal 
Audit; this is the institution that should consider the reports of the internal auditor. This 
has not been set up and currently the Internal Auditor Unit reports to Permanent 
Secretary.  

 
• We found evidence of control weaknesses in areas including: in procurement, asset 

management, and staff transfers.  
 
Conclusion 
 
The reported weaknesses of the Internal Control increase the exposure to the risk of 
mismanagement, fraud, or misuse of public funds and assets.   
 
Recommendation no.2 
 
The Assembly is recommended to establish an Audit Committee and the same one to report to 
the Internal Audit Unit as supporting mechanism for leading the entire entity as well as 
improvement on risk management processes. 
 
The Internal procedures should be strengthened to improve internal controls and assist in the 
prevention and detection of errors and possible fraud.   
 
3.  Petty Cash 
 
As Patty Cash can be very easily subject to fraud and misuse appropriate internal controls need 
to be installed for limitation of Patty Cash amount, in order to insure that the payments through 
Patty Cash are in accordance with procedures which regulate use of Patty Cash, from Patty cash 
payments have been carried out payments which exceed individual limit, and invoices have been 
separated arbitrarily so the payments will look like they are in frame of required limits of Patty 
Cash payments, also there are purchases made which are foreseen to be paid through the regular 
payment procedures. In support of our findings, we provide the following examples.  
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Findings 
      

•        In six cases of Petty Cash expenditures amounting € 564.71, payments have been 
made for expenditures for which the contract existed, contrary to the requirments of 
section 9.3 of Treasury Guidance and Financial Rules 02, Expenditure of Public Money 
this section does not permit petty cash to be used for expenditures which should be 
performed through regular procurement process. 

 
•        In two individual cases payments totaling € 290 exceeded the upper limit of 100 euro 

established by Treasury Guidance and Financial Rules 02, Expenditure of Public Money 
which is the maximal allowed amount. For example, expenditures for Taxes and Visas 
amounting € 140 Publication in Newspaper “Jedinstvo” for advertisement, advanced 
payment was 150 €, there is and we have seen the request for this advance payment.  

 
Conclusion  
 
The current internal controls of the RKA for petty cash are inadequate to prevent or detect the risk 
of fraud, abuse and waste. RKA comply with Treasury Guidance and Financial Rules 02, 
Expenditure of Public Money in regard to the maximal limit of Petty cash which may be used for 
cash in hand transactions.  
 
Recommendation No. 3 
 
In order to improve controls over Petty cash, we recommend the Assembly to: 
 
3.1 RKA must establish written policies and procedures to regulate the use of Petty Cash, policies 

which would specify issues such as; for what purposes can be used Petty cash.  
 
3.2 Carry out analyze of those daily needs for cash, and in those terms to decide for the maximum 

daily limit.   
 
4.  Procurement 
 
The value of 2007 procurements by the RKA was € 412,904.47. Based on judgment, a sample of 
19 procurements of value approximately € 238,020 € was selected for testing and we report the 
following summary of findings from our review full details of these examples are containing in 
our working papers and all procurement actions reviewed had at least one weakness or violation 
of procurement regulations, meanwhile some of them had numerous violations.  
In order to illustrate:  
 
Findings 
 
• In six procurements totaling € 17,179.64 RKA did not not inform those Economic 
Operators that have been eliminated from Tendering Process, even such a action is required 
pursuant to section 52 Public Procurement Law No. 02-L99 amendments and supplements of law 
no. 2003/17 promulgated with UNMIK Regulation No. 2007/20 where it is underlined  
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“ whenever one contracting authority eliminates one candidate or bidder from further competition 
in procurement activities, the contracting authority is obligated to immediately inform in written 
the candidate or the bidder.  
 
• For ten procurements totaling € 54,893.06 RKA split the procurements in order to avoid 
open procedures in contravention of section 17.5 of Public Procurement Law no. 2003/17 
promulgated with UNMIK Regulation No. 2004/3, is required and specifies that: A Contracting 
Authority shall not split up a work or a works contract for in order to lower the value of a work or 
works contract below the specified limit foreseen in section 18.  
 
• For four procurements totaling € 10,923.91, members of the Tender Evaluation 
Commission did not sign declaration Under Oath in direct contravention of section 1 and 10 of 
PPLNo. 02-L99 amendments and supplements of law no. 2003/17 promulgated with UNMIK 
Regulation no. 2007/20, specifies that ”Each member of the tender evaluation commission should 
sign the declaration under oath, through that declaration they shall declare to protect from 
disclosure and protection of the confidentiality on the business information’s; Also, they accept 
that personally may be considered as responsible in penal/civil aspect for disclosure of such 
information done intentionally or due to negligence. 
 
• For two cases totaling €4,845.02, the Contracting Authority did not maintain minutes of 
meeting regarding the assessment of price quotation in direct contravention of section 2.8 
Administrative Instruction regulating purchase with minimal value issued by the Regulatory 
Commission of Public Procurement, which defines that after the assesment of each price 
quotation, the contracting authority will maintain the Minutes of meeting”.  
  
• For two procurements totaling € 4,845.02, the Contracting Authority did not specify in the 
purchase order items that were provided by the economic operator in direct contravention of 
section 7.2 Treasury Guidance and Financial Rules 02, Expenditure of Public Money which 
specifies that the Office for Budget and Finance has to receive the acceptance report which shows 
that all goods have been accepted in accordance with the contract.  
  
• For two procurements totaling € 2,216.40 RKA in the dossier for price quotation did not 
request from the Economic Operator tax payment certificates as required by section 61.3 key (i) 
of Public Procurement Law no. 2003/17 promulgated with UNMIK Regulation no. 2004/03, 
which specifies that the Economic operator is not entitled to take part in a procurement activity or 
be work executor of any public contract, if actually, he is late for  payment of taxes in Kosova or 
in that place where the Economic operator was established; 
 
 
• For four procurements totaling € 23,078.99 € purchase orders were prepared and 
submitted to EO upon receipt of invoice in contravention of Treasury Guidance and Financial 
Rules 02, Expenditure of Public Money which defines that the CPO should be prepared by the 
Budget organization, after the process of tender selection, in order to enter in legal relations with 
the successful supplier.  
 
• For two procurements totaling € 3,080.40 we report that less than three responsive bids 
were received from or provide payment slip of electricity bill or otherwise contract with KEK for 
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payment of electricity even this was required by the tender.  Even in the tender dossier such a 
thing is required. As per dossier, failing to submit the evidence of electric payment may result 
with elimination of EO from tendering process, in contravention of section 35.8 PPL no 02-L99 
amendments and supplements of Law no. 2003/17 promulgated with UNMIK Regulation no. 
2007/20  
 
Conclusion  
 
Inadequate internal control and contravention of Public Procurement Law regarding to the 
implementation of Procurement procedures results with un-controlled expenditure of public 
money and increased the risks of exposure to fraud, misuse and waste.  
 
Recommendation no. 4 
 
 
RKA has an inadequate internal control over its procurement processes . Intending strengthen of 
the internal controls and to ensure that all procurement activities are fully compliant with the 
requirements with the Law on Public Procurement no. 2003/17, we recommend the RKA to:  
 
4.1  Inform eliminated tenders specifically as it is mentioned with the PPL.  

 
 

4.2 Develop polices and procedures which would guarantee that the procurement processes will 
not intentionally be split so the open tender competition process will be avoided.  
 
4.3 Develop policies and procedures which would guarantee that Evaluation Commission 
Members sign a declaration under oath.  
 
4.4  To develop policies and procedures in order to guarantee  that every time after each Tender 
Evaluation, the Republic of Kosovo Assembly will maintain minutes of evaluation.    
 
4.5 CPO’s have to be fully specified with items that the Republic of Kosova Assembly planed to 
be supplied with.  
 
4.6 Develop policies and procedures which would ensure that tendering dossier is prepared in 
compliance with Law on Public Procurement.  
 
4.7 Implement adequate policies and procedures in order to ensure that the invoices will be 
accepted after goods have been accepted as it is defined on Treasury Guidance and Financial 
Rules 02, Expenditure of Public Money.  
 
4.8 Implement policies and procedures so the tendering process to proceed only after three 
Economic Operators submitted at least three responsible offers.  
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5.  Travel Advances  
 
Findings 
 
Of eight samples audit review of advances randomly selected for Abroad Travels of RKA for 
2007, one advance of € 10,000, travel in Belgium and France, was not cleared and was 46 days 
overdue.   
Treasury Guidance and Financial Rules 02, Expenditure of Public Money requires that all 
allowances are cleared within (2) two weeks of return from the official travel.   
 
Conclusion  
 
This unclear item may indicate weak internal controls over this type of expenditure and increase 
the risk of exposure to fraud, misuse and waste. 
 
Recommendation no. 5 
 
All advances should be cleared, RKA controls should increase so the un-spent amounts to be 
returned and those means to be transferred to the KCB as required with regulations in force. 
 
6.       Wages and Salaries  
 
Findings 
 
RKA issued a Decision No 02-2841-3/06 on 14.02.2007, for wage and salaries without any legal 
base, as a base for issuing this decision, the Assembly mentioned section 9.1.28 on 
Constitutional Framework and Rule 6.8 of Working Regulation of Assembly. Meanwhile 
Constitutional framework does not define at any point that the Presidency of Assembly is entitled 
to issue decisions for wages and salaries, also Working Regulation may not be a base for issuing 
a decision in relation to the salaries, knowing that the Working Regulation regulates only the 
way of Assembly functionality.  
 
Conclusion 
 
Decisions without legal such as that reported creates the risk that founds are being misused.   
 
Recommendation no. 6 
 
RKA must establish up policies and procedures that decisions that ensure full compliance with 
the legal base.    
 
7. Asset Management.   
 
During our audit of RKA for 2007, we noticed that the Assembly did not comply with 
Administrative Instruction no. 2005/11 Management and Recording of Government Assets,  
The Assembly does not have sufficient information and knowledge on its own Capital and Non-
Capital assets, and this has a direct impact on accuracy and credibility of Assembly Financial 
Statements for 2007. 
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Findings   
 

• Some of the fix assets were not recorded in the Accounting Records of RKA.  For 
example, main Assembly building, protocol center in Germia, vehicle with serial number 
WDB2030351F262931- in value of € 19,763,  Document imagine and Archiving system 
in value of 15,340€. In the Account Register section 8 of Administrative Instruction 
2005/11 defines that all capital assets of the budget organization as from the date when 
this AI enters into force, will be identified and assessed by using proper cost base. The 
Asset Evaluation Commission in each budget organization has to take in consideration 
reasonability and materiality in their approach.   

 
• The Assembly did not maintain an accurate register with real values of the assets in its 

possession, because the majority of assets have no Initial or estimated values. 
Nevertheless the section 3.7 key (i) on Administrative Instruction 2005/11 Management 
and Recording of Government Assets determines that the Budget Organization is obliged 
to establish an asset register, where among others, the assets have to be registered in initial 
and estimated value.     

 
• The Assembly does not possess any information in regard to the location of one IT 

equipment, one computer, and security equipment. As it happened with Electronic 
Archiving in value of  15,340 purchased on 17.02.2002, also one computer Pentium III 
256mb serial no. 10111200050 purchased on 11.12.2001 in value of 1,496.7€,  equipment 
for building security, purchased on 26.05.2005 in value of 5,466.99€  also they do not 
possess any information who was in charge for this equipment.  

 
• Failure to perform annual inventory in Republic of Kosovo Assembly for 2007, as 

required by the Law. In compliance with the Law on Public Financial Management and 
Accountability, the Budget Organization is obliged once a year, in the end of every fiscal 
year, to perform the physical counting or inventory of entire assets that are in its 
possession. All differences in number or value of assets that are determined after the 
inventory need to be reflected in the Asset and Accounting Register. 

  
 
Conclusion 
 
The absence of the up to date asset register makes it impossible to assess the value of RKA assets, 
increases the risk for asset misuse. Besides this, it makes more difficult for RKA  to properly 
monitor and distribute its sources through different Budget Departments.   
 
Recommendation no. 7  
 
Immediately to establish the Asset Evaluation Commission, that would determine the value of 
assets and complete the Asset Register. 
 
Asset Register should maintain this following information’s: 
 

� Number of assets (unique for each asset) and to label every asset.  
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� Asset description  
� Asset Location 
� Date of appropriation 
� Purchase price 
� Method of Depreciation  
� Net Value of the General Ledger in the beginning and in the end of the period.  
 

Up to date Accounting Asset Register in “Free Balance” and to perform the reconciliation 
between Accounting and Asset register. 
 
The Inventory has to be performed on time as it is required by law in order to know all the 
differences and the accurate value of the entity’s assets. 
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Aneksi I 
 
Neni  9.  Raporti i Buxhetit 
 

Raport buxheti       

  Buxheti fillestar Buxheti me Rishikim Buxheti Përfundimtar Ndryshimet  Ndryshimet  Ndryshimet  

Përshkrimi Rreg.2006/61 Urdh.Admin. 2007/xx SIMFK në, % në, % në, % 

a b  c d e=c/b f=d/b g=d/c 

              

Gjithsej Buxheti 2007 8,317,668.00 
 
7,040,071.00 

 
7,035,313.44 0.85 0.85 0.99 

        

Rrogat dhe Pagat 3,027,151.00 2,948,754.00 2,949,027.00 0.97 0.97 1.00 

Mallrat dhe Sherbimet 1.223.091.00 1,225,188.00 1,225,188.00 1.00 0.97 1.00 

Shpenzimet Komunale 145,143.00 185,143.00 180,112.44 1.28 1.00 0.97 

Subvencione dhe Transferet 1,901,783.00 1,910,486.00 1,910,486.00 1.00 1.24 1.00 

Investimet Kapitale 2,020,500.00 770,500.00 770,500.00 0.38 1.00 1.00 

             

 
Buxheti fillestar i Kuvendit ka qenë 8.317.668,00 € 
2.Mallra dhe shërbime te buxhetuara kane qene 1.223.091.00 € ,pjesa prej 10.800.00 € është  ndare nga Fondi i MEF-it dhe 
Është  shtuar ne këtë kategori ,qe gjithsej jane 1.233.891.00 € ,dhe nga kjo kategori është ndare shuma prej 8.703.00 € ne kategorinë  
subvencione dhe transfere –per pagën e Deputetit te ndjere .Gjithsej mallra dhe shërbime pas këtyre ndryshimeve shuma është 
1.225.188.00 € . 
Pas rishikimit Buxheti ka qene 7.040.071,00 € –  me rishikim është bere zvogëlimi ne kategorinë e pagave dhe mëditjeve per 78.397,00 € 
dhe njëkohësisht rritjen te Shpenzimet komunale per  40.000, 00 € . 
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Raport buxheti duke perfshirë edhe 
grantet donatore       

       

  Buxheti fillestar 
Buxheti me 

Rishikim 
Buxheti 

Përfundimtar Ndryshimet  Ndryshimet  Ndryshimet  

Përshkrimi Rreg.2006/61 
Urdh.Admin. 

2007/xx SIMFK në, % në, % në, % 

a b  c d e=c/b f=d/b g=d/c 

Gjithsej Buxheti 2007      8,317,668      7,040,071  7,035,313.44 0.85 0.85 0.99 
           

Granti I përgjithshem       8.317,668.00       7.040.071,00   7.035.313,14 0.85 0.85 0.99 

Të hyrat vetanake 2007 - - -    
Të hyrat vetanake të bartura nga viti 
2006 - - -    

Grantet e Brendshme                
Grantet e Jashtme              - - - 

 
Buxheti fillestar per Kuvendin e Kosoves ka qenë 8.317.668,00 €, ne muajin shkurt jane ndarë mjete prej 10.800,00 € nga fondi i 
MEF-it per evitimin e dëmeve te shkaktuara ne ndërtesë nga protestat e Nëntorit 2006, keshtuqe me hyrjen e këtyre mjeteve shuma 
totale e buxhetit te Kuvendit është 8.328.468,00 € 
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Raport i ekzekutimit të Buxhetit       

       

    Buxheti fillestar Buxheti Përfundimtar Pagesat Progresi  Progresi 

Përshkrimi shen. Rreg.2006/61 SIMFK   në, % në, % 

a   b  c d e=d/b f=d/c 

Gjithsej Pagesat 1+2+3       
              

         

 Pagesat nga Granti i Përgjithshem 1 8,317,668.00 7,035,313.44 6,025,733.35 0.72 8.65 

    Rrogat dhe Pagat   3,027,151.00 2,949,027.00  2,826,350.52   0.93 0.96 

    Mallrat dhe Sherbimet   1,223,091.00 1,225,188.00  908,623.74   0.74 0.74 

    Shpenzimet Komunale     145,143.00 180,112.44.00  173,546.48   1.20 0.96 

    Subvencione dhe Transferet   1,901,783.00 1,910,486.00  1,910,486.00   1.00 1.00 

    Investimet Kapitale   2,020,500.00 770,500.00  206,726.61   0.10 0.27 
        
 Pagesat nga të hyrat vetanake 2007 2 - - - - - 
    Rrogat dhe Pagat   - - - - - 
    Mallrat dhe Sherbimet   - - - - - 
    Shpenzimet Komunale   - - - - - 
    Subvencione dhe Transferet   - - - - - 
    Investimet Kapitale   - - - - - 
        
 Pagesat nga të hyrat vetanake të 
bartura 2006 3 - - - - - 

    Rrogat dhe Pagat   - - - - - 

    Mallerat dhe Sherbimet   - - - - - 

    Shpenzimet Komunale   - - - - - 

    Subvencione dhe Transferet   - - - - - 

    Investimet Kapitale    - - - - - 

Ne tabelen e mesiperme paraqitet buxheti fillestar dhe buxheti perfundimtar, gjithashtu paraqitet edhe raporti i shpenzimeve sipas 
kategorive ekonomike. 
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Raport i Pagesave sipas Programeve       

              

Përshkrimi shen. 10100     10200    10400     Programi  XX    Gjithsej Pagesat 

a   b  c d e f=b+c+d+e+ …. 

Gjithsej Pagesat 1+2+3  2.662.105,08  1.461.845,27  1.901.783,00   6,025,733.35 
           

         

 Pagesat nga Granti i Përgjithshem 1           

    Rrogat dhe Pagat    2,202,500.24  623.850,28      2,826,350.52   

    Mallrat dhe Sherbimet       450,901.84  457.721,90      908,623.74   

    Shpenzimet Komunale      173.546,48      173,546.48   

    Subvencione dhe Transferet          8.703,00         1.901.783.00    1,910,486.00   

    Investimet Kapitale        206.726.61      206,726.61   

         

 Pagesat nga të hyrat vetanake 2007 2          

    Rrogat dhe Pagat            

    Mallrat dhe Sherbimet            

    Shpenzimet Komunale             

    Subvencione dhe Transferet            

    Investimet Kapitale             

         

 Pagesat nga të hyrat vetanake te bartura 2006 3           

    Rrogat dhe Pagat             

    Mallrat dhe Sherbimet             

    Shpenzimet Komunale             

    Subvencione dhe Transferet             

    Investimet Kapitale             

 
Ne ketë tabelë paraqitet buxheti i shpenzuar sipas programeve – Deputetet dhe Administrata e Kuvendit, ndërsa te programi Fondi per 
mbështetje dhe Demokratizim( Partitë Politke) e kemi paraqitur totalin e mjeteve te lejuara per vitin 2007. 
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Raport i Pranimeve sipas Programeve 

              

Përshkrimi 
Kodi 

ekonomik Programi    1    Programi   2    Programi  3     Programi  XX    
Gjithsej 

Pranimet 

A   b  c d e f=b+c+d+e+ …. 

Gjithsej Pranimet        
              

  Pranimet 1 xxxxx       

  Pranimet 2 xxxxx           

  Pranimet 3 xxxxx           

  Pranimet 4 xxxxx           

  Pranimet x…. xxxxx           

  Pranimet x…. xxxxx           
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Pagesat nga Fondi i Përgjithshëm K l a s i f i k i m i   E k o n o m i k  

       
Rrogat dhe 

Meditjet 
Mallrat dhe 
Sherbimet 

Shpenzimet 
Komunale 

Subvencionet 
& Transferet 

Shpenzimet  
Kapitale Totali 

              

Mbrojtja Sociale      0.00 

Shërbimet e Përgjithshme Publike 2,826,350.52 908,623.74 173,546.48 1,854,696.30 206,726.61 5,969,943.00 

Mbrojtja      0.00 

Rendi dhe Siguria Publike      0.00 

Çështjet /mardhënjet Ekonomike      0.00 

Mbrojtja e Mjedisit      0.00 

Çeshtjet e Banimit dhe Komunitetit      0.00 

Shëndetsia      0.00 

Rekreacioni,kultura dhe Religjioni      0.00 

Arsimi      0.00 

   
   

  K
la

si
fi

k
im

i  
 F

u
n

k
si

on
al

 

TOTALI 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5,969,943.00 

 

Pagesat nga Fondi i Përcaktuar K l a s i f i k i m i   E k o n o m i k  

       
Rrogat dhe 

Meditjet 
Mallrat dhe 
Sherbimet 

Shpenzimet 
Komunale 

Subvencionet 
& Transferet 

Shpenzimet  
Kapitale Totali 

              

Mbrojtja Sociale      0.00 

Shërbimet e Përgjithshme Publike 16,010.00     16,010.00 

Mbrojtja      0.00 

Rendi dhe Siguria Publike      0.00 

Çështjet /mardhënjet Ekonomike      0.00 

Mbrojtja e Mjedisit      0.00 

Çeshtjet e Banimit dhe Komunitetit      0.00 

Shëndetsia      0.00 

Rekreacioni,kultura dhe Religjioni      0.00 

Arsimi      0.00 

   
   

  K
la

si
fi

k
im

i  
 F

u
n

k
si

on
al

 

TOTALI 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 16,010.00 
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Neni  10.   Pasqyra e pranimit dhe pagesave në para të gatshme 

PRANIMET

Ndarjet nga Fondi i Pergjithshem 2 7,530,990.00               -         -            

Ndarjet nga Fondi me Qellime te Dedikuara 6,025,733.35              -         -            

Grantet e Percaktuara te Donatoreve 3 -         -            

Pranimet tjera 4

Totali i Pranimeve 6,025,733.35              -         -           7,530,990.00               -         -            

PAGESAT

Operacionet

Pagat dhe Meditjet 5 2,826,350.52              2,273,346.31               -         -            

Mallrat dhe Sherbimet 6 908,623.74                 1,260,311.50               -         -            

Sherbimet Publike 7 173,546.48                 169,837.35                  -         -            

3,908,520.74              3,703,495.16               -            

Transferet 

Transferet dhe Subvencionet 8 1,910,486.00            1,899,987.21               -         -            

Shpenzimet Kapitale -         -            

Prona, Ndertesa dhe Pajisjet 9 206,726.61                 -         -            

Pagesat tjera 10

Totali i Pagesave 6,025,733.35              -         -           5,603,482.37               -            

 
Ne tabelën e lartshënuar është paraqitur buxheti nga Fondi i Përgjithshëm, pastaj buxheti nga fondi me qëllime te dedikuara, si dhe 
shpenzimet sipas kategorive ekonomike. 
 

IV 
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Neni  11.  Raporti i ekzekutimit të buxhetit 

2006

Buxheti 

fillestar 

(Ndarja)

Buxheti Final 

(Ndarja) Pagesat Buxheti Aktual Pagesat

A B C D=C-A E

Shenime € '000 € '000 € '000 € '000 € '000

Hyrja e parase se gatshme ne llogari te thesarit -                           

tatimimi 12

Te hyrat vetanake 13

Grantet dhe ndihma 14

Pranimet kapitale 15

Fondi I Privatizimit 16

Tjera 17

Pranimet totale te mbledhura per BKK-ne -                       -                         -                                 -                               -                        

Daljet e parase se gatshme nga llogarite e thesarit -                         

Pagat dhe meditjet 18 3,027,151 2,949,027 2,826,350.52       (200,800)                  2,273,346.31     

Mallrat dhe Sherbimet 19 1,223,091 1,225,188 908,623.74          (314,467)                  1,260,311.50     

Sherbimet publike 20 145,143 180,112.44 173,546.48          28,403                      169,837.35        

Transferet dhe Subvencionet 21 1,901,783 1,910,486 1,910,486.00       8,703                        1,899,987          

Shpenzimet kapitale 22 2,020,500 770,500 206,726.61          (1,813,773)               38,743               

Fondi I privatizimit 23

Tjerat 24

Totali I pagesave I bere nga BKK nepermes te LlVTh 8,317,668         7,035,313          6,025,733.35             (2,291,935)               5,642,225          

2007

Pasqyra e krahasimit te shumave buxhetore dhe aktuale per Ministrin e Ekonomis dhe Financave

Per vitin e perfunduar me 31 dhjetor 2007

Qeveria e përdor Sistemin e Llogarisë së Vetme të Thesarit për ti menaxhuar mjetet

 
Ne tabelë është paraqitur Buxheti total nga BKK 8.317.668,00 € si dhe realizimin e shpenzimeve gjate vitit 2007, shiko tabelën. 

-V- 
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Neni  12.  Shpalosja e shenimeve  

 
Shënimi 2 Ndarjet e Fondit të Përgjithshëm  
 

2006

BKK THV Totali

Klasifikimi ekonomik € '000 € '000 € '000 € '000

Pagat dhe mëditjet 2,949,027.00 2,949,027     2,273,426         

Mallrat dhe Shërbimet 1,225,188.00 1,225,188     1,375,148         

Shërbimet Publike 180,112.44 180,112        140,000            

Subvencionet dhe transferet 1,910,486.00 1,910,486     1,901,783         
Shpenzimet Kapitale 770,500.00 770,500        1,840,633         

7,035,313.44        -               7,035,313    7,530,990        

2007

 
 

 Ndarja e fondit te përgjithshëm sipas kategorive ekonomike, shiko tabelën 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

-VI- 
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Shënimi 3 Grandet e Përcaktuara të Donatorëve 

 
2007 2006

Klasifikimi ekonomik € '000 € '000

Pagat dhe mëditjet 16,332             18,240          

Mallrat dhe Shërbimet

Shërbimet Publike

Subvencionet dhe transferet

Shpenzimet Kapitale -                      

16,332.35        18,240          

 
 
 
Grantet per vitin 2007 kane qen nga dy projekte: 1. DCAF dhe OSCE, shuma   16.332,35 € , vlerë kjo e cila nuk e ka rritur Buxhetin e 
Kuvendit , shuma prej    13,130.00 € është shpenzuar te pashpenzuar kanë mbetur 3,202.35 €           
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Shënimi 4 Pranimet tjera 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Shënimi 5 Pagat dhe mëditjet 

 

Pagesat nga FFK

Neto pagat 1,553,058     -              

Tatimi nbe te hyra personale 317,143       -              

Pagesa e kontributit pensional nga punedhenesi 133,991       -              

Pagesa e kontributit pensional nga I punesuari 133,991       -              

punetoret me kontrat- jo ne liste te pagave 4,214           -              

Pagesat e punes jashte orarit -              -                      

Paagesat ditore te parlamentareve dhe te punes se komisioneve 683,953       -              

Shujtat -              -                      

Pagesat e ndrimeve -              -                      

Meditjet e kontraktuara -              -                      

Pjesemarja ne Kuvend -              -                      

2,826,350    -             -                     2,273,346.31      

pagesa nga Granti

Pagat me orar te plote 

Pagesa per pune jashte orarit

Pagesat e kontraktuara

-                  -             -                     -                         

Totali 2,826,350    -             -                     2,273,346.31      

           
Buxheti i pagave dhe meditjeve per vitin 2007 ka qenë 3.027.151,00 €, kurse   eshte shpenzuar 2.826.350,00 €, ne tabel nuk jane 
perfshir pagat nga  grantet  pasiqe ka qen fondi burimor jo i BKK – se 
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Shënimi 6 Mallrat dhe Shërbimet 
 
Mobiljet dhe pajisjet 42,092       42,092        

Shpenzimwet tjera 117,857     117,857      

Lenda djegese 139,500     139,500      

Avancat -                 

Sherbimet financiare -                 

Mirembajtja dhe riparimet 146,186     146,186      

Qiraja -                 

Shpenzimet e marketingut 21,310       21,310        

Shpenzimet e reprezentacionit 63,937       63,937        

908,623     -           908,623      1,260,311.50    

Pagesat nga Grantet 

Shpenzimet e udhetimit

Sherbimet e telekomunikmit 

Sherbimet kontraktuale

Mobiljet dhe pajisjet

Shpenzimwet tjera 

Lenda djegese

Avancat

Sherbimet financiare 

Mirembajtja dhe riparimet

Qiraja

Shpenzimet e marketingut

Shpenzimet e reprezentacionit 

-                -           -                 -                      

Totali 908,623     -           908,623      1,260,312         

Buxheti fillestar i mallrave dhe shërbimeve ka qenë 1.223.091,00 €, ne muajin shkurt nga MEF –i ne ketë kategori është rritur 
buxheti edhe per 10.800, 00€ per arsye qe i kemi treguar me lartë pra është rritur ne 1.233.891,00 €, ndërsa nga kjo kategori 
jane shpenzuar 908.623,00 €. 
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Shënimi 7 Shërbimet Publike  
 

2006

BKK THV Totali

Pershkrimi € '000 € '000 € '000 € '000

Shpenzimet per komunali te paguara nga FKK 173,546        173,546       169,837.35      

Shpenzimet per komunali te paguara nga grantet

Totali 173,546        -             173,546      169,837           

2007

 
 
 
Buxheti  per Shërbime Komunale  per vitin 2007 ka qenë 145.143,00 €, me rishikim jane ndarë edhe 40.000,00 € pra buxheti është 
bërë 185.143,00 €, ndërsa jane bere shpenzime 173.546,00 € 
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Shënimi 8 Transferet dhe Subvencionet  

 
2006

BKK THV Totali

Pershkrimi € '000 € '000 € '000 € '000

Pagesat nga FKK

Subvencionet 1,901,783    1,899,987     

Subvencionet per entitetet publike 8,703          

Subvencionet per entitetet jo-publike 

Pagesat per perfituesit individual

Pensionet bazik

Pensionet invalidore

Pensionet ose ndihmat sociale

Pagat per invalidet e luftes

pagesat per familjet e viktimave te luftes

Pensionet e perkohshme te Trepces 

1,910,486    -             -             1,899,987     

Pagesat nga Grantet

Subvencionet

Subvencionet per entitetet publike 

Subvencionet per entitetet jo-publike 

Pagesat per perfituesit individual -                     

-             -             -                  

1,910,486       

2007
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Shënimi 9 Prona, Objekti dhe Pajisjet  

 
2006

BKK THV Totali

Description € € € € 

Pagesat nga FKK

Ndertesat -                

Ndertmi I rrugeve -                

Sistemi i ujiit dhe i hedhurinave -                

Sistemi I furnizimit me uje -                

Energjimi, gjenerimi, bartja dhe furnizimi -                

Makineria -                

Kapitalet tjera 206,727        38,743       

206,727       -             -             38,743      

Pagesat nga Grantet 

Ndertesat -                

Ndertmi I rrugeve -                

Sistemi i ujiit dhe i hedhurinave -                

Sistemi I furnizimit me uje -                

-                  -             -             -               

Totali 206,727       -             -             38,743      

2007

 
        
 Ne Kategorinë e shpenzimeve kapitale ne  vitin 2007 kemi pas mjetet te ndara 2.020.500,00 €, me rishikim te buxhetit kjo shume 
është zvogëluar ne 770.500,00  €, prej tyre te shpenzuara 206.727,00  €. 
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Shënimi 10 Pagesat tjera 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shënimi 11 Harmonizimi i Ndarjeve fillestare dhe finale të buxhetit  

 

Ndarja Fillestare 

Buxhetore 

Fondi 

Rezerve I 

PSSP dhe 

neni 26 Neni 27 neni 28

Ndarja e THV-

ve

Ndarjet finale te 

buxhetit

Pershtatjet e 

buxhetit 

fillestar

Kategoria e ndarjes € '000 € '000 € '000 € '000 € '000 € '000 € '000

Hyrjet

tatimimi 0.0%

Te hyrat vetanake 0.0%

Grantet dhe Ndihma 0.0%

Pranimet kapitale 0.0%

Fondi I Privatizimit 0.0%

Tjera 0.0%

-                               -                    -                 -                          -                      -                          #DIV/0!

Daljet

Pagat dhe meditjet 3,027,151.00        2,948,754.00 2,949,027.00 -2.6%

Mallrat dhe sherbimet 1,223,091.00        1,225,188.00 1,225,188.00 0.2%
Sherbimet publike 145,143.00           185,143.00 180,112.44 24.1%

Transferet dhe subvencionet 1,901,783.00        1,910,486.00 1,910,486.00 0.5%

Shpenzimet Kapitale 2,020,500.00        770,500.00 770,500.00 -61.9%

Fondi I privatizimit

Tjera

Pershtatjet e Autorizuara nga LMFPP
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Shënimi 12 Tatimimi  
 

Buxheti 

fillestar 

2007 2007 2006

pershkrimi Shenime € '000 € '000 € '000

% e totalit 

2007

% e 

Ndryshim

it nga 2006

Doganat 12.1 % %

Administrata tatimore 12.2 % %

Tatimet tjera 12.3 % %

Totali -             0 0 0% %
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Shënimi  13 Të hyrat vetanake 

 

 
2007 2006

Pershkrimi

Sheni

me € '000 € '000

% e totalit 

2007

% e 

ndryshimi

t nga 2006

Te hyrat nga tatimi administritav % %

Te hyrat nga denimet-gjobat % %

Te hyrat nga licencat % %

e hyrat nga licencat e sherbimeve profesionale % %

Te hyrat nga licencat per shfrytezoimin e pyjeve % %

Te hyrat nga dokumentet e udhetimit % %

Te hyrat nga kontributet % %

Te hyrat nga shitja e sherbimeve % %

Te hyrat nga participimi % %

Te hyrat nga inspektimet % %

Te hyrat nga aviacioni civil % %

tre hyrat nga kamata bankare % %

Te hyrat nga politikat e sigurimit % %

Te hyrat nga shfrytezimi I tokes % %

Pranimet tjera % %

Te hyrat nga viti I kaluar % %

Te hyrat nga Sherbimet publke % %

Totali 0 0 0% %
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13.1 Të hyrat administrative tatimore 
 

2007 2006

Pershkrimi € '000 € '000

Taksat nga regjistrimi I veturave

Taksat nga lejet e vozitjes

Taksat nga Dokumentet e Udhetimit

Pjesemarrja ne tender

Taksa rugore

Certifikatat martesore

Certifikatat tjera

Autentifikimi I dokumenteve te ndryshme

Taksat e gjykates

Rikthimi I taksave te gjykates

Totali 0 0  
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Shënimi 14 Grantet dhe ndihma  

 

       

2007 2006

Pershkrimi € '000 € '000

DACF-Zvicër 8,000          9,600       

OSCE 8,332          8,640       

Emri i donatorit, sipas renditejes alfabetike -                 -              

Totali i Granteve te Percaktuara nga Donatoret 16,332 18,240  
 
 
 
Shënimi 15 Pranimet kapitale  

 

2007 2006

Natyra e aseteve € '000 € '000

Toka -              

Ndertesa -              

Infrastruktura -              

Punishtja -              

Paijsjet -              

Totali 0 0

Fitimet nga shitja
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Shenimi  16    Fondi i privatizimit  

 

2007 2006

NPSH € '000 € '000

NPSH #1 -                    

NPSH #2 -                    

NPSH #3 -                    

NPSH #4 -                    

NPSH #5 -                    

Totali 0 0

Fitimet nga privatizimi

 
 
Shënimi 17 Tjera  
 

2007 2006

Natyra e pranimit € '000 € '000

Depozitat e lojes se llotarise

Depozitat e Komisionit Regulativ

Depozitat e ADD 

Depozitat e Odes Speciale

Total 0 0  
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Shënimi 18  deri në  Shënimin 24 

 
Për dallim prej shënimeve 12 -17, këto shënime  të vetmin qëllim e kanë sqarimin e dallimit material  në kolonën D. SNKSP  i bazuar 
në para të gatshme kërkon të sqarohen dallimet materiale. Varësisht nga niveli i dallimeve, nuk kanë nevojë të gjitha kategoritë e 
ndarjes të ofrojnë shpjegim, andaj përshtatjet në sistemin numërator mund të nevojiten. Kur të sqarohen dallimet të ndonjë kategorie të 
ndarjes, do të kërkohet përmbledhja e natyrës së ndryshimit që ka përbërë ndryshim në atë kategori.  

 
 
Neni  13.   Obligimet raportuese sipas LMFPP 

 
 
Neni  14.   Shënimi 25  Pasqyra e faturave (obligimeve) të papaguara të organizatës buxhetore 
 
02,12,2007 4731 Pinochio Drekë Zyrtare 184.9

05,11,2007 921729 Dy Pellumba Drekë Zyrtare 177.7

12/2007 Restaurant Prizreni Drekë Zyrtare 230.7

23,12,2007 79/07 Sos Kinderdorf Furnizim 800

20,09,2007 MK/KK2007-09-23 Sh.B. Rrota Mirembajtje e Websajtit 1518

21.12.2007 584/07 SH.P.K"YLLI  BEC" Dhurata per vit te ri 1,211.40      

Total 12,452.49   
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Neni  15.   Shënimi 26:   Huat dhe Avancat e pa arsyetuara 

 
2007

Data e leshimitNr I CPO Qellimi € '000

Totali -             
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Neni  16.   Shënimi 27:  Përmbledhja e Aseteve jo-financiare në posedim të organizatës buxhetore 

 
2007 2006

Klasifikimi i aseteve € '000 € '000

Punishte dhe Paisje

Toka

Toka

0 0  
 

2007

Kategoria e ID Kategoria € '000

Totali 0  
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Shënimi 28 Përmbledhja e të hyrave vetanake të bartura 

 
2007 2006

€ '000 € '000

Te hyrat vetanake te bartura nga vitit I kaluar

Te hyrat vetanake te pranuara ne kete vit sipas shenimit 13

Totali ne dispozicion per ndarje ne vitin aktual -            -                

Shuma e ndare per kete vit

Pagat dhe Meditjet

Mallerat dhe Sherbimet

Sherbimet publike

Transferet dhe subvencionet

Shpenzimet kapitale

Tjerart -             -            -             -                

Shuma e bartur -            -                 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Neni  17.  Shënimi 29:   Detyrimet kontingjente  

 
2007 2006

Natyra e detyrimeve kontingjente Arsyeja per detyrime € '000 € '000
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Annex 2 
 
 
 

No. Republic of Kosovo Assembly Comments Auditor’s comments 

1  FINANCIAL STATEMENTS  

1.1 Assembly Administration maintains all transactions in the Excel 
program. Since this system is not so perfect, the Assembly allocated 
means to purchase more sophisticated software for this purpose.  
 

The ascertainments in the Report remain.   
RKA complied with the finding presented in the 
report.  

1.2 Assembly Administration is in the preparation phase of the overall 
specification with necessary technical records, based on the specific 
requirements for this program, and to publish the tender. 
 

The ascertainments in the report remain. RKA 
complied with the finding presented in the report.  
 

2. INTERNAL CONTROL   

2.1 The Audit Commission will be established in compliance with your 
recommendations and provisions of the Section 5 of the Law on 
Internal Audit.   
 

The ascertainments in the Report remain. RKA 
complied with the finding presented in the report  
 

2.2 Internal Control is an integral process affected by the Leadership and the 
personnel of organizational units, which will pay permanent attention as a 
very important component to prevent and discover the failures and 
eventual errors by achieving objectives so performing the works could be 
regular, ethical, efficient and effective.  
  
 

The ascertainments in the Report remain.  
RKA complied with the finding presented in the 
report  

3. PETTY CASH  

3.1 This are cases when due to urgency the payment was made from Petty 
Cash. 
The amount of 140 € is spent for urgent payment for taxes and visa. The 

The ascertainments in the Report remain.  
RKA complied with the finding presented in the 
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second case, the payment of 150 € for publishing the advertisement in 
Serbian Language in “Jedinstvo” also we had to pay from the “petty cash”. 
The OAG recommendation is accepted.  

report  

4. SEVERAL PROCUREMENT ACTIVITIES   

4.1 At the end of the bid evaluation process, the eliminated bidders are 
informed by phone for the reasons of elimination. 
The OAG Recommendation for notification in writing is accepted.  

The ascertainments in the Report remain.  
RKA complied with the finding presented in the 
report.  

4.2 a) Toners- The Assembly uses different kinds of printers, so we 
had to be supplied with adequate toners since one supplier did not 
have in its disposal,  so we were supplied with 3 procurement 
procedures as following:  
- Supply with toners signed with the contract “Supply with office 
expandable material” amounting € 8,296.00.  
- Supply with toners with new procedure 5,088.00 € 
- Supply with toners for photocopy according to the contract “ 
Photocopy Maintenance and Toner Supply €11,600.00  

The ascertainments in the Report remain.  
RKA complied with the finding presented in the 
report.  

 b) Cafeteria. -  During 2007 three attempts to select an EO to organize 
the cafeteria work, failed. Therefore, we are obliged to organize cafeteria 
services on our own, based on the Memorandum of Understanding with 
the Ministry of Finance and Economy and the means from the Cafeteria 
are transferred to Kosovo Consolidated Budget. Open procedure for the 
cafeteria ended and in the following days we will solve this matter.  
 Annex: - The Memorandum of Understanding between Assembly 
Administration and MFF dated 30 March, 2007 the Evaluation 
Commission is proposed by the Procurement manager, and at the same 
time he thought that with the decision on selection of the Commission it 
is considered that this is sufficient for an objective work of the 
Commission.  
The OAG recommendation is accepted because the Commissions have 
to sign the Declaration Under Oath.  

 
 
 
 
 
The conclusions remain.  
RKA complies with the finding presented in the 
report 

4.4 For the Contract 07/247/147 material supply for the Generator – 
amounting € 845.00, we have received three closed bids which were 

The conclusions remain.  
RAK complies with the finding presented in the 
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opened by the Commission who compiled the contract respectively the 
Purchase Order with the company with lower prices but without 
maintaining minutes of opening.  
The OAG recommendation is accepted that written minutes of opening 
should be maintained.  

report 

4.5 In these two cases the specifications are not detailed, however these are 
presented on basis of codes.  
The OAG recommendation is accepted that the specification should be 
detailed.   

The conclusions remain. RKA complies with the 
finding presented in the report 

4.6 For two Procurements a technical error for making the quotation 
invitations was made where the certificate for tax payment was not 
requested. In these two cases is decided on basis of the VAT payment 
instead of the tax by selecting the company with lower price. 
The OAG recommendation is accepted that the tender dossier is in 
compliance with PPL  
 

The conclusions remain.  
RKA complies with the finding presented in the 
report 

4.7 These four procurements are contracts for supply in one year period 
with fix price and funds commitments for the contracted period. At the 
same time up to first mid-year 2007.  According to practices CPO has 
closed a certain supply.   
CPO after invoicing is not repeated after the second mid-year of 2007.  

The conclusions remain.  
RKA complies with the finding presented in the 
report 

4.8 For these two cases. We have a technical failure even though the 
Company with a low price is selected.  
The OAG recommendation is accepted that in the future we will 
request for previously determined evidences. 

The conclusions remain.  
RKA complies with the finding presented in the 
report 

5.                                                                                                                             ADVANCES  

5.1 The mentioned advance is closed with delay because the staff that was in 
charge of those means had additional engagements and they were not 
able to fulfill their duties on time.  
 The OAG recommendation is accepted. 

The conclusions remain.  
RKA complies with the finding presented in the 
report 

6                         ISSUE OF THE VERDICT BY THE PRESIDENCY   
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6.1 The Presidency of the Assembly brought the above mentioned decision 
based on the full competencies regarding the financial means 
management based on the Assembly Work Regulation, in absence of 
the Law.  

Internal work Regulation regulates only the 
manner of internal regulation, and it is not a legal 
base on which the decisions could be issued that 
have to do with financial aspect; the right to 
increase salaries has the Ministry of Finance in 
consultations with Government of Kosovo based 
on the Law on Public Financial Management and 
Accountability No. 2003/2 promulgated with 
UNMIK Regulation no. 2003/17  

7.                                                                                                                 ASSET MANAGEMENT     

7.1 The Commission assessed and registered that A.P.C “Germia “, 
according to investments made till now, (totaling: 1.780.221 €), 
- The mentioned vehicle was registered in 2007 as per OAG 
recommendation of 2006. 
- Annex extract from the asset register list for A.P.C Germia and 
the Vehicle 
- the assessment of the value of the Assembly Premise should be carried 
out by the profiled Commission ensuring also financial means due to 
realization and assessment the Assembly Premise. The OAG 
recommendation is accepted in regard to asses the value of the 
Assembly Premise. 
-  

The conclusions remain.  
RKA complies with the finding presented in the 
report 

7.2 Asset Register still exists (based on the barcodes placed in every 
registered unit), however for a small part of the property, the value was 
missing.  
OAG is notified that in meantime this recommendation is carried 
out.  
Annex: Electronic form of the list for Registered Asset.  

The conclusions remain.  
RKA complies with the finding presented in the 
report. In due to implementing the 
recommendations you will notifie us with the 
Implementation Plan. 

7.3 These equipments were purchased at the time when the vendors did not 
administrate with Assembly Administration.   

The ascertainments in the Report remain.  
RKA complied with the finding presented in the 
report.  
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7.4 Inventory was performed however it was not overall inventory.  
 
The OAG is notified, that in meantime this recommendation is 
carried out, by performing the physical counting or inventory of all 
assets that are property of the Assembly.  
Annex: Inventory list in electronic form  

The ascertainments in the Report remain.  
RKA complied with the finding presented in the 
report.  
We have a pleasure to report that implementing 
the recommendation is a strong evidence of 
readiness by the RKA management in order to 
recognize the reported weaknesses and to take 
measures in order to implement the 
recommendations.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

 


